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Abstract 

Objective. Cerebellar transcranial direct current stimulation (ctDCS) is a neuromodulation 

scheme that delivers a small current to the cerebellum. In this work, we computationally 

investigate the distributions and strength of the stimulation dosage during ctDCS with the aim 

of determining the targeted cerebellar regions of a group of subjects with different electrode 

montages. 

Approach. We used a new inter-individual registration method that permitted the projection of 

computed electric fields (EFs) from individual realistic head models (n = 18) to standard 

cerebellar template for the first time.  

Main Results. Variations of the EF on the cerebellar surface were found to have standard 

deviations of up to 55% of the mean. The dominant factor that accounted for 62% of the 

variability of the maximum EFs was the skin–cerebellum distance, whereas the cerebrospinal 

fluid volume explained 53% of the average EF distribution. Despite the inter-individual 

variations, a systematic tendency of the EF hotspot emerges beneath the active electrode in 

group-level analysis. The hotspot can be adjusted by the electrode position so that the most 

effective stimulation is delivered to a group of subjects. 

Significance. Targeting specific cerebellar structures with ctDCS is not straightforward, as 

neuromodulation depends not only on the placement/design of the electrodes configuration but 

also on inter-individual variability due to anatomical differences. The proposed method 

permitted generalizing the EFs to a cerebellum atlas. The atlas is useful for studying the 

mechanisms of ctDCS, planning ctDCS and explaining findings of experimental studies. 

 

Keywords: Cerebellar Transcranial Direct Current Stimulation; Cerebellum; Inter-individual 

Variability; Functional Network; Computational Model; Electric Field 
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1. Introduction 

Cerebellar transcranial direct current stimulation (ctDCS) is a form of brain stimulation that 

modulates human cerebellar activity and behavior [1,2]. The modulation is achieved by the 

delivery of an electric current (1–2 mA) to the brain via two electrodes placed on the scalp.  

Targeting specific brain structures is not straightforward and the mechanisms are yet fully 

understood for transcranial direct current stimulation. To quantify the electric field (EF), which 

is a primary determinant of the stimulation/neuromodulation effects (e.g., shift in the membrane 

potential, synaptic strength mediated in a polarity-dependent manner [3,4]), a computational 

model is often used. The EF distribution is related not only to the placement and design of the 

electrodes [5–10], but also to the individual’s anatomical features between and beneath the 

electrodes [11,12]. Consequently, the EF can vary substantially among individuals and its 

impact on the spatial specificity and efficacy of neuromodulation is unclear [13]. In our 

previous study [14], we confirmed the effect of dose on motor excitability. Therefore, dosimetry 

analysis becomes important in the design of the experiment.  

As the cerebellum is critical for both motor and cognitive control, ctDCS may be a useful 

therapeutic intervention for patients with neurological conditions [15–19]. Furthermore, given 

that each of the cerebellar anatomical subregions likely contributes to a different function, such 

as the contribution of lobule VI to limb movement or that of the vermis to whole-body posture 

and locomotion [20–22], activation of different targets can be customized to improve different 

conditions. To enhance ctDCS intervention, we must know how ctDCS targets cerebellar 

structures by using different electrode montages.  

Computational modeling has been used to investigate the internal EF in anatomical head 

models for ctDCS [23,24]. Previous studies have shown that EFs are maximal in the targeted 

cerebellar hemisphere, with little effect on other neural structures [24–26] in a limited number 
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of subjects. However, our previous study on tDCS [11] suggested a large inter-individual 

variability of the EF, urging for a systematic analysis of ctDCS by considering group-level 

effect of the dosage. For that, inter-individual registration and functional network analysis 

[27,28] of the cerebellum need to be considered for ctDCS planning. 

The primary goal of the present study is to investigate the distributions and strength of the 

internal EF with the aim of determining the targeted cerebellar regions at a group level 

considering different electrode montages. This approach permitted generalizing the EFs to an 

average cerebellum (parcellated in seven functional networks) using inter-individual registration 

methods for the first time. We focused on seven cerebellar functional networks [27,28] and two 

anatomical regions as the possible subregions targeted by ctDCS. The two anatomical 

subregions, lobule VI and the vermis, were preliminarily selected because they are potential 

ctDCS targets for improving primitive motor functions [20–22] in patients with neurological 

disorders and/or facilitating the planning and efficacy of clinical rehabilitation. 

 

2. Materials and methods 

2.1. Head Models 

The procedure employed to develop head models from magnetic resonance images (MRIs) has 

been described in our previous paper [11]. In brief, the FreeSurfer image analysis software 

[29,30] was used to reconstruct the surfaces of the grey and white matter. Non-brain tissues 

were segmented from T1- and T2-weighted MRIs with a semi-automatic procedure using the 

region-growing and thresholding techniques, as described previously [11]. The MRIs had a 

limited field of view in the neck and, therefore, the images were extended by adding a neck 

developed by averaging over seven subjects. Please refer to appendix A for more details. 

The head models of eighteen subjects were constructed from MRIs (available at 
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http://hdl.handle.net/1926/1687) and represented by a grid of cubical voxels (4 × 106 voxels 

with a resolution of 0.5 mm). The mean age of the sample population was 43.4 ± 9.8 yr (all 

males). The models were segmented into 15 tissues/body fluids: skin, fat, muscle, bone 

(cancellous/cortical), blood, grey matter, white matter, cerebellar grey matter, cerebellar white 

matter, brainstem, nuclei, ventricles, cerebrospinal fluid (CSF), and eyes. The CSF was the 

volume inside the skull that was not explicitly classified as nervous tissue or blood (Fig. 1 (A)). 

 

2.2. Computational Simulation 

The scalar-potential finite-difference method [31] was used to solve the scalar-potential 

equation 

∇ 𝜎 ∇(𝜑) = 0 (1) 

where 𝜑 and 𝜎 denote the scalar potential and tissue conductivity, respectively. The electric 

conductivity of head tissues was assumed to be linear and isotropic, as shown in Table 1 [32]. 

The conductivity of skin (innermost part of stratum corneum) is obtained from [33]. We also 

considered muscle anisotropy, discussed in subsection 3.5, assuming muscle conductivity to be 

a tensor with off-diagonal elements equal to zero and the longitudinal direction of muscle fibers 

to be parallel to the superior–inferior direction, as follows. 

𝜎 0 0
0 𝜎 0
0 0 𝜎

 (2) 

The conductivity ratio (longitudinal/transversal) was 3.5 ± 2 [34–37].  

By defining scalar potentials (unknowns) at each node of a cubic voxel (minimum component 

of the model; 9.1 × 106 voxels in this study), we derived a branch current flowing from one node 

to a neighboring node along the side of the voxels, which included a scalar potential due to the 

applied electric charge and impedance between the nodes. By applying Kirchhoff’s current law 
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at all the nodes, we then formed a set of simultaneous equations. We solved the potential 

iteratively using the multigrid method with successive over-relaxation smoothing [38]. The 

number of multigrid levels was six, and the iteration continued until the relative residual was 

smaller than 10−6 [38]. To mitigate numerical artifacts resulting from computing the EF with the 

voxel model at the surface of the CSF–brain boundaries, we suppressed the 99.9th percentile 

value of the EF [39]. The EF along the edge of the voxel was obtained by dividing the voltage 

between the nodes of the voxel by the distance across the nodes.  

 

 

Figure 1. Anatomical head model. (A) Lateral view of the head model, including the 

cerebellum. (B) Definition of 12 anatomical factors characterizing the EF (the total intracranial 

volume is not shown here). “Local thickness” refers to the average values over the cerebellar 

area (similar to local CSF). 
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The electrodes were square sponges were soaked in normal saline solution (6 × 6 cm2, 5 mm of 

thickness, conductivity of 1.6 S/m) [40,41]. A 1-mm-thick rubber sheet (0.1 S/m [40,42]) was 

inserted in the sponge as shown in Fig. 1 (A). The current source or sink was placed on the top 

of the rubber. The injected current was 2 mA. The “active electrode” was placed in different 

positions in the occipital region: one position was centered on the median line over the 

cerebellum, 2 cm below the inion, while the others were shifted laterally by 3 cm and vertically 

by 2 cm from the central position. The “return electrode” was located in the midline of the 

forehead or buccinator muscle (right/left), as shown in Figs. 3 and 6 [16,18,19,43–46].  

 

Table 1. Tissue conductivities 

Tissues Conductivity (S/m) 

Skull (bone cancellous) 0.04 

Skull (bone cortical) 0.01 

Blood 0.7 

Cerebellum gray matter 0.1 

Cerebellum white matter 0.1 

Cerebrospinal fluid 1.6 

Eye (vitreous) 1.6 

Fat 0.08 

Gray matter 0.12 

Muscle 0.2 

Muscle (transversal) 0.2 

Muscle (longitudinal) 0.2 

Skin 0.003 

White matter 0.07 

 

 

 

2.3 Registration Method 
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The cerebellar surface of each subject was automatically registered by an affine 

transformation to the standard cerebellar template (cerebellar surface representation of the MNI 

ICBM 2009a standard template, 0.5-mm resolution in MNI coordinates) [47,48]. Affine 

transformation was obtained by registering the inner surface of the skull to that of the MNI head. 

Iterative closest point transform of the Visualization Toolkit (VTK) was used for this 

registration.  

For each point y in the standard cerebellar template surface Y, we found the closest point x in 

the registered individual cerebellum X by the means of the minimum Euclidian distance (𝑓: 𝑌

→ 𝑋). If 𝐸 is the EF magnitude from individual cerebellum, the template EF at y is calculated 

by 𝐸 𝑓(𝑦) . The process is summarized in Fig. 2 (A). It is possible that some points on the 

individual surface were not assigned to the standard cerebellar template with the potential loss 

of hotspots or EF information due to the minimum Euclidian distance criteria. We defined a 

metric of the registration error to investigate the potential information loss. The registration 

error for each subject was the normalized mean absolute error between two EF distributions: (i) 

𝐸(𝑥) which is the original EF in the individual cerebellum and (ii) 𝐸 𝑓 𝑔(𝑥)  which is the 

registration of 𝐸 𝑓(𝑦)  back to the individual cerebellum using the Euclidean distance (𝑔: 𝑋

→ 𝑌).  

Registration Error = 100 ×
∑ 𝐸(𝑥 ) − 𝐸 𝑓 𝑔(𝑥 )

𝑛 × max
,..,

𝐸(𝑥 )
  (3) 

The corresponding volumetric standard cerebellar template with 1-mm resolution was 

parcellated into seven functional networks (labeled C1–C7 in Fig. 2 (B)) based on the 1000 

subjects by using a clustering approach [27,28], which is available in FreeSurfer 

(http://www.freesurfer.net/fswiki/CorticalParcellation_Yeo2011). The volumetric voxel 
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description of the individual cerebellum was affine transformed to the volumetric voxel 

description of the parcellated cerebellar template. The transformed individual cerebellum had a 

linear correspondence (one-to-one voxel) to the volumetric parcellated cerebellar template for 

group analysis in Fig. 5. 

  

Figure 2. (A) Registration method. (B) Volumetric parcellated cerebellar template divided into 

seven functional networks. (C) Other regions of interest. 

2.4 Analysis Methods 
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The spatial maximum and averaged EFs were calculated in the whole cerebellum or the 

subregions. The maximum EF describes the hotspot localization, whereas the average EF is a 

determinant of neuromodulation intensity in a specific region. To minimize inter-individual 

effects, the group-level EF was obtained by averaging the EF in the standard cerebellar template 

of all the subjects (point-to-point), as shown in Fig. 3 (B1). The inter-individual effect was 

quantified by the relative standard deviation of the EFs, as shown in Fig. 3 (B2). To analyze the 

causes of inter-individual variation, linear regression was used between the EF and individual 

anatomical factors. These factors include: (i) the distance between the location of the maximum 

EF on the cerebellum surface and the skin/skull point at the center of the electrode; (ii) the 

thickness of the local tissues (scalp, muscle, and skull); (iii) the circumference, length, and 

width of the head; and (iv) the inter-electrode distance. The local thickness was the average 

thickness in the cerebellar area. The cerebellar area was demarcated manually by a rectangular 

area that covers the cerebellum from the posterior side. Head model circumference is defined as 

the sum of the lengths of the temporal lines of EEG: from Fpz to T7 to Oz and from Fpz to T8 

to Oz.  Moreover, we considered the local and total CSF volumes, as well as the total 

intracranial volume, as shown in Fig. 1 (B). The local CSF volume was calculated by 

considering only the CSF over the cerebellum. 

The EF distribution (maximum and average across all subjects) over each functional network 

of the cerebellum was used for statistical analysis, as shown in Fig 2 (B). Paired t-tests were 

performed to study the significance of the difference between EFs in the cerebellar regions for 

each montage. In total, 462 t-tests were performed. The Holm–Bonferroni method was used to 

correct the P values for multiple comparisons, and p ≤ 0.05 was considered to be significant. All 

the analyses were performed using MATLAB (Version 2017a, Mathworks Inc., Natick, MA, 

USA). Additionally, averages of the EF intensities were obtained to determine the focality on 
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the lobule VI and vermis regions, as shown in Fig. 2 (C). The cerebellar subregions of lobule VI 

and vermis were selected manually from prior anatomical information [20] and confirmed by 

one of the co-authors who is board-certified physician on clinical physiology and 

cerebrovascular diseases. 

 

3. Results 

3.1. EF Distribution at Group Level 

Figure 3 (A) shows that the effect of individual variability on the EF distribution of the 

cerebellar surface is large for an exemplary electrode montage. In some of the subjects, a 

non-symmetric distribution between left and right cerebellar hemispheres is found. Additionally, 

a considerable variability for the maximum EF is found among the subjects: 1.81 V/m ± 15% 

(relative standard deviation). The individual cerebellar EFs were transformed to the standard 

cerebellar template for group-level analysis. As shown in Figure 3(A), the registered EF 

distributions closely matched those on the individual cerebellar surfaces. On average, the 

registration error of the EFs was 6.5% (range: 4.9 – 8.0%). Registration underestimated the 

maximum EF on average by 0.4% (range: 0 – 1.6%). Therefore, potential information loss due 

to the registration was marginal. 

Figure 3 (B1) shows the group-averaged (n = 18) EF distribution on the standard cerebellar 

template. As shown in Fig. 3, high EFs are distributed over large regions. The dominant factor 

affecting the field distribution (around the maximum value) is the position where the active 

electrode is close to the cerebellum. The peak value appears immediately under the 

corresponding electrode for all of the 15 montages considered here. The effect of the position of 

the return electrode is marginal, except when the return electrode is placed on the forehead. 

Figure 3 (B2) shows the relative standard deviation of the EFs, which has a maximum value of 
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55%. 

 

Figure 3. EF distribution. (A) Individualized EF in the cerebellum of each head model 

transformed on the standard cerebellar template for an exemplary electrode montage. (B1) EF 

averaged over different models (n = 18) in the standard cerebellar template for 15 electrode 

montages. (B2) Relative standard deviation of the EF (n = 18). Hotspots corresponds to the 

center of regions with threshold of 0.9× EFmax.  

3.2. Variability of EF  
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Linear regression was used to analyze the causes of inter-individual variation of the maximum 

and average EF values in the cerebellum. Scatter plots of the EFs with the results of the single 

linear regression analysis for 18 subject-specific factors are shown in Fig. 4. Figure 4 (A) shows 

a statistically significant correlation between the maximum EF and the skin–cerebellum distance 

(R2 = 0.62, P < 0.001), skull–cerebellum distance (R2 = 0.43, P = 0.004), and the head 

circumference (R2 = 0.45, P = 0.002). The individual EF cerebellar maps are sorted in 

descending order of skin–cerebellum distance (from left to right and from top to bottom) in 

Figure 3 (A). The local thickness of the scalp, skull, and muscle does not explain the variability 

of the EF. Moreover, statistically significant correlations exist between the average EF in the 

cerebellum and the local (R2 = 0.67, P < 0.001) and total (R2 = 0.53, P < 0.001) CSF volumes, 

as shown in Fig. 4 (B).  

 

3.3. EF at Functional Network of Cerebellum 

Figure 5 presents the modeled EFs for each montage and cerebellar region. The statistical 

significance of montage-wise differences is included for both the average and maximum EFs 

within each region. As shown in Fig. 5 (A), the effect of electrode montage on the EF is 

generally not significant for the maximum EF. Considerably less variation (i.e., fewer 

significant differences between regions) is observed in the maximum EFs within each region, 

where significant differences are mostly found between C1 and C2, C4, C6, and C7 for two 

electrode montages. 

For the average EFs, as shown in Fig. 5 (B), the EF within region C5 (limbic system) was 

found to differ significantly from the fields in all other regions, regardless of the electrode 

montage. The average EFs in this region were systematically lower than those in the other 

regions, most likely owing to the depth of its location.  
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These tendencies can also be confirmed from Fig. 5 (C), where the active (occipital) electrode 

is shifted up/down.  

 

Figure 4. Relationship between the maximum (A) and average (B) EF and inter-individual 

anatomical factors for the active electrode at the central position and a return electrode on the 

forehead. Solid and dotted lines represent P ≤ 0.05 and P > 0.05. 
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Figure 5. EF magnitudes in different functional networks of the cerebellum. (A) Maximum and 

(B) average EF for 9 different electrode montages. (C) Maximum and average EF when the 

active electrode at the central position is shifted up/down by 2 cm. *P < 0.05, **P < 0.01, 

***P<0.001, ****P < 0.0001. 

 

3.4. Vermis and lobule VI 

Figure 6 shows that montage C-rd (the return electrode on the forehead and the active electrode 

on the cerebellar right hemisphere) produced the maximum EF in lobule VI (right side), and 

high EFs are also produced in other regions. The montage that produced the maximum EF with 

the best focality was C-cd for lobule VI. For the same region, montage C-r2 delivered the highest 

average EF with the best focality. In the case of the vermis, the highest maximum and averaged 

EFs correspond to the C-cd arrangement. The best focality was achieved for R-cu or L-cu. 

 

3.5. Tissue anisotropy 

The effect of the EF can be affected by the anisotropic characteristics of the tissues. Figure 7 

shows cases of muscle anisotropy in different increasing volumes around the cerebellum. In the 

lateral view, the volume increases until the most posterior and anterior points and the middle 

point of the cerebellum. Also, the whole muscle was considered. The maximum EFs are 

attenuated by a maximum of 12%, whereas the mean EF is reduced by less than 7%, as 

presented in Table 2. 
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Figure 6. EF magnitudes in the vermis and lobule VI of the cerebellum. “Other” indicates 

regions excluding lobule VI and the vermis. (A) Maximum and (B) average EF. 

 

 

Figure 7. Effect of muscle anisotropy in three subregions (A1–A3) of the total muscle tissue. 

(B) Isotropic muscle tissue. 
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Table 2. Variation of the EF as a function of muscle anisotropy according to the models shown 

in Fig. 7 

Model Conductivity Emax [V/m] Emean ± standard deviation [V/m] 

Anisotropic ratio 1.5 3.5 5.5 1.5 3.5 5.5 

(A1) 

Anisotropic 

1.75 1.66 1.66 0.60 ± 0.22 0.58 ± 0.20 0.58 ± 0.21 

(A2) 1.73 1.66 1.64 0.60 ± 0.21 0.58 ± 0.20 0.57 ± 0.20 

(A3) 1.73 1.69 1.64 0.59 ± 0.21 0.59 ± 0.21 0.57 ± 0.20 

(B) Isotropic 1.84 0.61 ± 0.21 

 

4. Discussion 

We computed the EF, which is a primary determinant of neuromodulation [24,40,49–52], for 

ctDCS in different cerebellum regions of 18 anatomical human-head models. Figure 3 (A) 

suggests the necessity of group-level analysis, in view of the large individual variability of the 

EF. This tendency is similar to that observed in motor and frontal tDCS [11,42]. For the first 

time, the EFs on the standard cerebellar template was used to study EF characteristics at a group 

level by considering different electrode montages. Moreover, we investigated the relationship 

between the individual anatomical variability and the EF and considered the ctDCS focality on 

different functional networks of the cerebellum. 

We observed a systematic tendency of the stimulation hotspot for the EF distribution on the 

cerebellum surface at the group level, with a high EF immediately below the active electrode 

(Fig. 3 (B)). We also found that the relative standard deviation of the distribution of the EFs was 

up to 55% on the cerebellar surface. The dominant factor, which explains 62% of the variability 

of the maximum EFs, was the skin–cerebellum distance, as shown in Fig. 4 (A). Similarly, the 

skull–cerebellum distance and head circumference were also statistically significant. However, 
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as expected, the skull–cerebellum distance and the head circumference were related with the 

scalp–cerebellum distance, as shown in Fig 4. Overall, the distance of the cerebellum from the 

electrode influences maximum EFs.  

We found that the relative standard deviation of 55% was almost three times larger than that 

obtained for tDCS on the motor hand area [11]. The larger variability can be explained by the 

skin–cerebellum distance being up to three times larger than the skin–hand motor area distance. 

On the other hand, the mean value of the EF in the cerebellum was significantly correlated with 

the average volume of the CSF, as shown in Fig. 4 (B). One possible reason for this is that the 

electrical conductivity of the CSF (1.6 S/m) is higher than that of the remaining brain tissue 

(0.07–0.12/ S/m). Hence, the electric current flows along the CSF, resulting in low cerebellar EF, 

which represents a reduction of the mean EF. The electrode size in this study was 6 × 6 cm2. We 

consider the maximum and mean EFs for different electrode areas (2 × 2 cm2 to 5 × 5 cm2) in 

the Appendix B. There was a significant difference of the maximum EFs (20% of variation 

between smaller and the largest electrode), but marginal difference of the maximum EFs 

between 5 × 5 cm2 and 6 × 6 cm2 (relative difference lower than 3%). Also, the variations of the 

mean EFs and hotspot locations were marginal. 

Although current spread to other brain structures outside the cerebellum is unlikely to 

produce functional effects [53], how the current spreads in functional networks inside the 

cerebellum has not been investigated. The EF distributions were obtained in seven functional 

networks of a parcellated cerebellum. Figure 5 (A) suggests that focal stimulation on different 

functional networks of the cerebellum is difficult, at least in terms of the maximum EF, based on 

group-level analysis. In contrast, functional network analysis becomes important when the mean 

EF is used as a metric of the ctDCS dosage. Similarly, dosage control for specific regions (e.g., 

the vermis and lobule VI) can be achieved by customized montages, which can be useful for 
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improving motor deficiencies in limb control and walking in patients with neurological 

disorders. It should be noted, however, that the selection of the electrode montage requires a 

trade-off between the maximum stimulation dosage area and focality, as shown in Fig. 6. 

Although the EF strength is not the only factor affecting neural activation, the final effects of 

tDCS would also depend on the physiological (e.g., genetics, sex, and age) and cognitive state 

of the subject [54,55]. A large range of uncertainty exists in the in vivo electrical conductivity of 

tissues in particular at extremely low frequencies and skin tissue [56]. However, different sets of 

conductivities did not modify the EF distributions (Appendix C). Moreover, we considered the 

anisotropy of the muscle tissue. A maximum variation of 12% was obtained for the EFs between 

anisotropic and isotropic muscle tissues, so no consideration of the anisotropic muscle tissue 

may have a limited impact of the variability presented here (Fig. 7). Another factor that we did 

not consider here is the effect of anisotropy in the cerebellar and brain tissue [25], in which 

further variability can be expected in particular for EF distributions in particular for subcortical 

regions [57].  

 

5. Conclusions 

The different distributions of the EFs during cerebellar tDCS are due to inter-individual 

differences. Variations of the EF on the cerebellar surface were found to have standard 

deviations of up to 55% of the mean. The dominant anatomical factor explaining this variability 

was the skin–cerebellum distance for the maximum EF and the local CSF volume for 

distributions inside the cerebellum. Despite the inter-individual variations, we were able to 

determine a systematic tendency of the EF hotspot to emerge beneath the active electrode in 

group-level analysis. Finally, electrode localization can be adjusted to target specific positions, 

so that the most effective stimulation is delivered to a group of subjects. 
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Appendix A: Head Models with average neck 

Due to the limited field of view in the neck, an average neck of seven subjects was added to the 

models for ctDCS. In brief, the average neck image was generated in the following way [11]: 

First, the MR images of seven subjects with neck were registered to the MNI template using 

affine registration, and the average was taken resulting in an average image in MNI space, 

which also included an average image of the neck. When adding the average neck, the subject 

images without neck were first affinely registered to the MNI space. Then the inverse 

transformation was used to map the average neck to the subject images. The boundary between 

the subject images and the average neck was smoothed to prevent the formation of sharp edges.  

To investigate the effect of adding the average neck, we used five subjects whose images 

included the neck. The subject images were modified to replace the original neck with the 

average neck. We then compared the EFs calculated in models with the average neck (AvN) 

with those calculated in the models with the original neck (OrN). The relative difference of the 

maximum EF between OrNs and AvNs was less than 2% . Likewise, the relative difference of 

the mean EF was lower than 4%. Also, the group-level EF of OrNs and AvNs did not show a 

significant difference in the standard cerebellar template around the hotspots. 
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Figure A1. Effect of the average neck. (A) MRI data and segmentation of head model with 

original neck and average neck. (B) 3D head model with original neck. (C) 3D head model with 

the average neck. (D) Group-level EF of the head models with original neck. (E) Group-level 

EF of the head models with the average neck. (F) The relative difference between D and E. 

Montage corresponds to active electrode over the center of the cerebellum and return electrode 

on the forehead. 
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Appendix B: Electrode size effect 

 

Figure B1. (A) Distribution of maximum and mean EFs (n = 18) using different electrode sizes 

(2–5 cm in length). The average EF and the corresponding standard derivation on the cortical 

surface are also shown. A one-way ANOVA test (F(3,68) = 5.34, P < 0.01), followed by 

Bonferroni-corrected post hoc t-tests, showed significant differences between the 4-cm2 

electrodes and the 16–25-cm2 electrodes for the maximum EF. The difference among electrode 

areas for the mean EF was not statistically significant (F(3,68) = 1.31, P = 0.28). (B) EFs (n = 

18) in cerebellar cortex indicates similar hotspots position. However, a larger variability is 

observed using smaller electrode size. 
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Appendix C: Effect of conductivity variation 

 

 

Figure C1. Group analysis of averaged EF distributions (n = 18) for two different conductivity 

sets (A: current study and B: Ref. [42]). The difference between the two sets is 0.10 ± 0.07 V/m 

in the cerebellar surface and their relative difference is up to 25%. There is relative difference 

between the two sets of conductivities values of 50% for grey and white matter, 40% for 

cancellous bone, and 20% for dura, cortical bone and fat tissues. We believe that this 

conductivities values change is significant to investigate the effect of conductivity variation. 
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